


Soul Series

The �irst Phantoms tourbillon watch, Dark Soul, a mechanical
timepiece that consists more than 180 pieces of individually manual 
assembled components. Combining chronological theory and
aesthetic design by providing the accuracy of time that shows the 
beauty of dynamic luxury with a complex human invention.





Dark Soul is a title only some can handle. A testament to 
the hardships and battle one has gone through, this 
tourbillon watch is for one who travels the world alone 
in search of oneself. Those who choose to embrace the 
Dark Soul wears the weight of the world on their wrist, 
knowing that while the world might be against them,

Dark Soul

they can persevere through the darkness.   

PHTW-001



Knights Soul is the tourbillon embodiment of courage. 
Every time you don the Knight Soul, it acts as a constant 
reminder that you've fearlessly peered through the 
shadow. Each winding of the crown represents the bold 
steps you take through the overwhelming darkness, and 
every second that passes signi�ies the bravery blazing in

Knights Soul

you thatallows you to persevere.  

PHTW-002



The Visionary Soul is a watch �illed with an ancient 
power, a force that’s been long lost in this age of man.
Conjurers and mages of yore harnessed the Visionary 
Soul to foresee the future and to delve in the past.
With the Visionary Soul in hand, the user’s future is 
ditated by him,and him alone, regardless of what used 
to haunt him.

Visionary Soul

PHTW-003



Model Speci�ication

Case Width: 50mm
Case Length: 59mm

Band Size: 28mm – 26mm
Crown Size: 10mm

Case Thickness: 14.6mm
Hands Length: 14mm x 10mm

Open Dial: 36mm
Movement Model: PH84

Case Material: Stainless Steel
Band Material: Stainless Steel

Water Resistant: 10ATM, 100 Meter



Thickness: 5.2mm
Diameter: 30mm

Power Reserve: 42 Hours
Jewels: 23 Jewels

Number of Pieces: 187

Movement Parameter



Flying Tourbillon
Manual Winding

Retrograde Day Indicator
Retrograde Date Indicator



High quality stainless steel case
High quality stainless steel band

10ATM, 100 meter water resistant
Anti-glare Sapphire Glass

Luminous Hands



Watercraft Inspired 
Aerodynamic streamline casing

Indestructible armor 



Force Series

The Force Series is a mixture of metallic elements, geometry and
complexity. The time-cof�in shaped watch is a proud �lagship model 
created originally by Phantoms. Inspiration focuses on how each 
second is gone without a second chance, it acts as a constant
reminder to make the best out of this moment. A futuristic design 
focuses on heavy armored cyborg sensation, being one of the most 
iconic watch in the 21st century. It represents the modern complex 
human invention with the intention to be the high-end sporty
timepiece of our time. This mechanical �lagship Force series
feature a vividly displayed �lying tourbillon self-spinning within
the cage to show every second visually. While the top disc shows
the 12 hours of the day, the signature 3-pointer minute hand
with the luminous tip shows the exact minute of the hour.
Within such con�ined space, the multi-layered metallic watch
dial is where the complexity lies. Precise calculation is crucial
for endless possibility. 21 real jewels are also used to reduce
friction and to reduce wear of the gears inside the watch
movement. With the aim to last for decades, we also use anti-glare
sapphire glass to protect the watch for a great period of time.   



v



The Trinity Force. An awe-inspiring testament to the human 
psyche. The wielder of the Trinity Force is one who is strong in 
body, mind, and soul. Strength in the body to endure the mighti-
est of blows; intelligent in the mind to foresee con�licts and 
create solutions; and compassion in the soul to do what’s right 
for the world. When greatness is thrust upon you, it comes
in the form of the Trinity Force, through the darkness. 

Trinity Force

PHTW-101



whatever it may be.

Fear and chaos has a place in every story, and the Apocalyptic 
Force harnesses that energy into a power for change.
Any wielder that puts on the Apocalyptic Force feels their rage 
burn inside them like a hot �ire blazing in the night.
This rage will carry them on a rampage of epic proportions,
helping them lift their feet one step at a time to their goal,

Apocalyptic Force
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Channeling the very powers of nature, the Storm Force wreaks 
havoc upon any that intends to harm the wielder. A tourbillon 
of great strength and �lexibility, the wielder of the Storm
Force rages on like a monsoon, leaving their mark wherever 
they go. The Storm Force keeps a person going when others 
would falter, and like a hurricane, moves the world to their 
vision. In the form of the Trinity Force, through the darkness. 

Storm Force
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Case Width: 41.6mm
Case Length: 54mm

Band Size: 34mm - 24mm
Crown Size: 8mm

Case Thickness: 15.5mm
Hands Length: 12mm

Open Dial: (W) 34mm x (L)42mm
Weight:174g

Model: PH86 (ST8006)
Thickness: 5.1mm
Diameter: 30mm

Power Reserve 42 Hours
Jewels: 21 Jewels

Model Speci�ication

Movement Parameter



Iconic Time-Cof�in Shape
Flying Tourbillon
Manual Winding

Hour Disc
3 pointer hands

High quality stainless steel case
High quality silicon strap

5ATM, 50 meter water resistant
Anti-glare Sapphire Glass

Luminous Hands



Spacecraft Inspired 
Geometric Unique Casing

Futuristic Armored Cyborg



Shield Series

The Shield Series is made of strong durable material
with the aim to survive through mass destruction.
This sporty watch case is inspired by car components,
fusing everything from bumper grille to beadlock wheel
 to the cylinder of an engine. The inspirational concept 
behind the Shield Series is about treasuring the valu-
able things in life, protecting the loved ones within your 
power. The dodecagon casing has 12 meaningful edges 
representing different important things in life we value.
It aims to bring the unusual excitement to the wearer. 



Chaos rules where order cannot. However, 
there are those who can shield society from 
the onslaught of this unrelenting dissent.
The Chaotic Shield is a watch made to restore 
order to the world, generating the strength 
and force needed to return balance to the 
world, a world which desperately needs it.

PHTW-201

Chaotic Shield



PHTW-202

The Dark Matter Shield is a watch only few 
can handle, as its nature is inherently one of 
dif�icult understanding. An aegis in which all 
energy gravitates towards it, providing its 
user immense strength and resilience in 
stressful times. The Dark Matter Shield is 
one that yields no quarter in any con�lict, a 
pillar of stability that all men can look to

Dark-Matter Shield

for strength.



PHTW-203

When sin and evil seem strongest, there is 
only one watch that can handle such
problems. The Saintly Shield is a watch that 
envelops a user with a need to do good and 
to protect the weak. This watch symbolizes 
the best traits in man, and likewise, allows 
these traits to shine like a beacon of

Saintly Shield

righteous �lame.



Model Speci�ication

Case Width: 48mm
Case Length: 55mm

Band Size: 30mm - 22mm
Crown Size: 11mm

Case Thickness: 13.5mm
Hands Length: 11 x 7.5mm

Open Dial: 35.5mm 
Weight: 173g

Movement Parameter

Model: PH80 (ST8000)
Thickness: 5.0mm
Diameter: 30mm

Power Reserve 40 Hours
Jewels: 19 Jewels



Dodecagon Shaped
Flying Tourbillon
Manual Winding

3D Triangular Pattern
High quality stainless steel case

(with Carbon Fiber)
High quality leather silicon strap

10ATM, 100 meter water resistant
Anti-glare Sapphire Glass

Luminous Hands



Automobile Inspired 
Dodecagon Case Ring
Durable Mecha Armor



This mechanical �lagship Blade series is technically 
complex with a mesmerizing skeleton movement that 
are uniquely customized with a matte black coating by 
Phantoms. It features a multi-layered structural dial, 
being one of the most detailed dial you will ever see. 
The truly innovative Blade series uses  316L stainless 
steel case, with a mix of different style of brushes and 
polishing. It also comes with a highly protective scratch 
resistance anti-re�lective coated sapphire glass. Along 
with a uniquely designed high quality textured silicon 
strap with an adjustable butter�ly deployant buckle.

Blade Series





No wasted ammunition. The Gun Blade �its a 
person who is both precise and ef�icient with 
what they do. They get the job done without 
leaving any loose ends behind. The Gunblade 
is silent, deadly and accurate. Don’t blink 

Gun Blade

twice when you’re around it. 



A princely accessory mean for those
destined to greatness, the Royal Blade acts
as the �irst line of defense against the fores
of evil. A grand automatic watch for a person 
pure of heart, the Royal Blade is geared for 
someone who isn’t afraid to stand up for the 
weak. Whatever the challenge, the Royal 
Blade accepts.  

Royel Blade



When you need a light to �ight through the 
darkness, you will �ind the Ember Blade. 
Built with the tenacity and ferocity of a
roaring inferno, the Ember Blade opens up a 
path through its enemies without hesitation. 
Those worthy of the Ember Blade stands 
against the darkness with the fury of hell�ire 
on their side.

Ember Blade



The Dark Blade slices through the night air, 
an ominous threat that pounces on its 
unwary prey. This automatic watch belongs 
to a wielder that fears no man, no obstacle, 
no challenge. With an edge that can’t be 
dulled. The Dark Blade is �it for anyone
willing to do whatever it takes to get the job 
done. 

Dark Blade



The King Blade is elegant, kingly, royal;
just a few ways to describe the Kings
Blade. Handsomely adorned in full rose gold,
the Kings Blade is the perfect piece to
complement someone be�itting the throne. 
As the sun shines through the broken clouds, 
the Kings Blade is there to remind you that 
you have great power, and with that comes 
immense responsibility.

King Blade



Instilling the ferocity and tenacity of a �ighter 
into the wearer, the Fighter Blade is a
dangerous concoction of grace and pain. A 
valuable asset in any person’s arsenal, the 
Fighter Blade is a match made in heaven for 
those of us who likes to live a little more
dangerously.

Fighter Blade



Model Speci�ication

Case Width: 41.6mm
Case Length: 54mm

Band Size: 34mm – 24mm
Crown Size: 8mm

Case Thickness: 15.5mm
Hands Length: 12.5mm x 9mm

Open Dial: 34.5mm x 43mm 
Weight: 178g



Movement Parameter

Model: PH2809 - Automatic 
Thickness: 5.18mm

Diameter: 31mm
Power Reserve: 38 Hours

Jewels: 21 Jewels



Mesmerizing Skeleton Movement
Multi-Layer Structural Dial

One of the most detailed dial you will ever see.



316L Stainless Steel Case 
Durable Protection

Mix of different style of brushes and polishing. 
High Protection Scratch Resistance Sapphire Glass 

With Indication & Anti-re�lective coating 







The Justice League X Dorian Ho collection

The Justice League X Dorian Ho collection is the ultimate
collaboration between Super Hero & Fashion. Dorian Ho is a 
well-known fashion designer who focuses on luxury customs tailor 
made suits & gowns. With all parties collaborating together, this
collection is de�initely one of the most iconic Super Hero watch of all 
times. 



The Flash



Batman



Wonder women



Superman



Aquaman



Cyborg







Model Speci�ication

Case Width: 41.6mm
Case Length: 54mm

Band Size: 34mm – 24mm
Crown Size: 8mm

Case Thickness: 15.5mm
Hands Length: 12.5mm x 9mm

Open Dial: 34.5mm x 43mm 
Weight: 178g

Movement Parameter

Model: PH2809 - Automatic 
Thickness: 5.18mm

Diameter: 31mm
Power Reserve: 38 Hours

Jewels: 21 Jewels



Boneyard Series

Live Like There’s No Tomorrow



Strength and con�idence can sometimes 
foster arrogance, but not when Frostbite
is worn. A watch that instills a coldness
and chill to those who wear it, Frostbite
stands wary at every turn. Deception and
deceit are your enemies, but the cold
unwavering truth of Frostbite will set you 
free.

Frostbite



As magic converges and the very essence of 
life and fate hangs by a thread, the Prophet 
emerges as a saving grace that leaves
everybody who wears it spellbound and 
mesmerized. The Prophet enchants all who 
gaze upon it, leaving nothing but a trail of 
hopeful souls who are dying to break into the 
light.

Prophet



The Necromancer is feared above all else. 
Wielding unearthly magics that consumes 
the lifeforce of its enemies, the Necromancer 
is the perfect piece for a man looking for
vengeance. When you need to wield power 
to remind you of your sacri�ices, the
Necromancer is there.

Necromancer



Don’t let the name fool you; the
Gravedigger is honorable above all else, 
though in ways you cannot imagine. Dealing 
with the forces of evil in a constant battle
between life and death, the Gravedigger is 
the perfect  omplement to a man who sees all 
evil, hears all evil, but resists all evil.

Gravedigger



Model Speci�ication

Case Width: 45mm
Case Length: 52mm

Band Size: 24mm – 22mm
Crown Size: 9mm

Case Thickness: 13.5mm
Hands Length: 12mm x 8.5mm

Open Dial: Ø36mm 
Weight: 129g

Movement Parameter

Model: PH2809 - Automatic 
Thickness: 5.18mm

Diameter: 31mm
Power Reserve: 38 Hours

Jewels: 21 Jewels





Mix of different style of brushes and polishing
Extremely durable protection



Multi-layered Structural Dial
A Mechanical Skeleton Subtly Appeared On Watch Dial. 
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